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USG alludes to likely tuition increase
ByMaxRrby

Joe Edens
USG Chairman of
Internal Affairs

Dan Caldwell
USG Vice President

Reporter

Students will likely see a 3.5
percent tuition increase, along
with having to pay to print at
the University when they arrive
on campus next fall.
"Its tough. Everyone wants
to have a good college experience, but no one wants to
pay more, especially when we
don't even know the details
of Print Responsibly yet." said

Dan Caldwell, Undergraduate
Student Government vice
president.
The tuition increase will
come as a result of the state
cut $8.2 million in funding for

the University for the 2010-11
school year. This summer USG
will be drafting a resolution
either in support or opposition
of the upcoming increase.
"The money has got to come

University Police joins forces with
the Orange Bike Program to take
care or all bikes left on campus
over the summer

from somewhere," said Kevin
Basch, USG president, "but at
the same time, who really wants
a tuition increase?"
The USG resolution will also
attempt to help direct some
of the money from the tuition
increase, depending on if the
increase will solely go toward
academics or general fees. USG
can sometimes guide incoming
money for general fees for use
in the Union and Recreation
Center, said |oe Edens, chair-

man of internal affairs.
"It seems like we are paying
more but getting less services."
Edens said about last spring's
tuition increase. "And I think
we definitely do not want to see
it go toward athletics."
A draft of the tuition increase
resolution will likely be presented at USG's lune meeting.
Enrollment for next year is up,
so the details of the increase
and the resolution will depend
on the facts that will likely be

announced by the University
sometime in lune, Edens said.
The tuition increase is not
the only money related issue
USG is attempting to resolve
this summer. The higher tuition
is raised, the higher the president's stipend is raised, taking more money away from the
USG budget that typically stays
the same.
See USG I Paqe 2

Student recognized by the National
Association of Social Workers
Jennifer Karno honored for her accomplishments, work with NASW
By Jessie* Hanna
News Editor

NEW LIVES
FOR OLD BIKES
By Bobby WaddU
Reporter

A he University Police and Orange Bike
Program are actively involved in preserving the welfare of bicycles left on campus
after the Spring Semester, with the common goal of encouraging students to take
care of their property.
The Police donate some bikes to the
Orange Bike Program and place others in
an auction to be held June 30 (all proceeds
go to the University Bike Patrol), according
to Lieutenant Dave Weekley. The rest are
simply held by the police department or
left outside on their respective racks.
The ultimate goal is to reunite each
respective bike with its owner and
place emphasis on the great care the
department takes to notify the indi-

The Ohio chapter of the
National Association of Social
Workers selected a recent
University graduate to receive
the NASW Outstanding
Service Award.
Jennifer Karno was recognized by NASW-OH Region 1
for her social work values and
accomplishments demonstrated in her NASW activities,
according to a press release.
"I feel honored about it,"
Karno said. "I certainly don't do
what I do to receive an award,
but if I can be a role model
and encourage other people to
serve also, and to advocate for
social work and social justice,
then I'm all about it."
While at Bowling Green State
University, Karno served as the
BSW student representative
of undergraduate social work
students on the Ohio NASW
Chapter Board, as well as president of the BGSU Student Social
Work Organization.
Shehasvisited 11 Universities
to recruit for the NASW and
speak about the social work
profession to students, in addition to organizing activities
such as a Thanksgiving dinner

with the Area Office on Aging,
various canned goods drives,
involvement in the March of
Dimes and gathering 1,100 signatures to support the Student
Debt Relief Petition. Karno
said the organization's biggest
event was a drive in the fall
to benefit the Cocoon Shelter,
where the organization gathered a truckload of goods and
$400 in one week.
"I think that it is important for students who plan
to become social workers to
model the values and the action
that they believe in, and we as
social workers know that there
is always work to be done,"
Karno said. "We know that on
campus there are needs and
in the community there are
needs, and we like to synthesize our strengths and energies,
pull them together, to create
something that benefits those
around us. That's what social
worker's do."
Karno said she chose to study
social work because of her love
for people. Prior to coming to
the University, she said she did
volunteer work with the elderly,
local youth groups and students in need of mentoring. At
the University, Karno participated in a mentorship program

through H20, and organization
she served in as president and
vice president. She also did
peer advising with the social
work department.
"1 have a passion for people
and I have a passion for social
justice, and social work makes
a profession out of doing what
I love to do," Karno said. "It was
a perfect match for where my
heart is at."
Karno said she will continue
working with the social work
department until July, when
she will move to New York City
to get her masters at Columbia
University. Specializing in
advanced generalist practice
and programming, she said
she might work for the National
Health Service Corps after
school to take advantage of an
educational debt relief program. She said she would also
love to do disaster relief and
trauma work, with a long-term
goal to get her doctorate and
teach higher education.
"I so believe in students, and
in the potential that students
have to change the world and
to change things with their
youth and their vigor," Karno
See KARNO | Page 2

THE PERFECT DAY FOR A ROUND OF DISC GOLF

vidual, Weekley said.
"We treat them very carefully," Weekley
said. "They are somebody's property."
Weekley said that effort is made to collect the fewest bikes possible, seizing only
the bikes that are chained to illegal places
like wheelchair ramps, or bikes that are
unsuitable for riding, spotted by their poor
condition. Bikes are fitted with a warning
tag before they are taken for the benefit of
the owner.
"If it's in decent shape and we think you're
riding it, we leave it alone," Weekley said.
"The telltale thing is nobody has touched
the bikes for months," Sustainability
Coordinator Nick Hennessy said. "It will
almost be rusted right into the bike rack."
BIKES
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TOSS: Bill Bkjelow plays some fhsbee golf at Carter Park on Tuesday afternoon For more photos see Campus page 5.
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Summer a time to be safe

Falcons run over the Bulk

Columnist Kaycee Hallett shares her

The Falcon baseball team clinched the MAC East

Pulse Reporter Marisha Pietrowski

stories of reporting on crimes in Toledo

Division Title with a three game sweep over Buffalo.
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Team CoCo rejoices

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What do you think happened to all the bikes on campus?
KARIWEINNEIMER
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"Someone takes them and sells
them"|P«gt4
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BLOTTER

THURS., MAY 20
10:13 A.M.
vendor reported someone drilled
>irt the lock of his vending machine
I stole the coins within the 1400
i lock of E. Wooster St.

10:19 A.M.
Maria Blausey. 39. of Gibsonburg.
■ IS cited for speeding within
block of E. Napoleon Rd.

1048 A.M.
■ I Fberhardt. 19. of Maumee,
K cited for speeding on the
1
West Newton and Brim

I 46 A.M.
i or observed a suspicious
n ^omeones hands in Lot
■oject was identified as a
til gun.

11:50 A.M.
linant reported a vehicle
■tto another vehicle in BTM

12:56 PM
nant reported hiscom■ ng decal was missing ii

5 28 P.M.
m was set off in the
gy Building due to an
' ause. The door was
■■

2:58 A.M.
A verbal traffic warning was issued
for headlights at night on East
Wooster Street.

5:53 A.M.
A burglar alarm was set off in the
Math Science Building due to an
employee error.

2:03 P.M.
Complainant reported a damaged
sign in BTM Lot.

SAT., MAY 22
1:15 A.M.
Officer checked the welfare of four
females in a parked vehicle in Lot A.
Everything was fine.

1:44 A.M.
A verbal traffic warning was issued
for failure to dim headlights and
turns at an intersection on Thurstin
Avenue.

2:28 A.M.
Francis Berry, of Virginia Beach, Va.,
was cited for turn signals, operating
a vehicle impaired and prohibited
blood alcohol content on High
Street

the corner of Wooster and North
Enterprise Streets.

due to an unknown cause. The area
was secured.

SUN., MAY 23

10:25 A.M.
Unknown persons broke the back
window of a vehicle, causing
approximately $300 in damages, at
Superior Auto Sales.

10:33 P.M.
A burglar alarm was set off in
Olscamp Hall due to an employee

12:08 A.M.
A verbal warning was issued for
disorderly conduct on North
Enterprise Street

10:33 A.M.
A burglar alarm was set off in the
Life Science Building due to an
employee error.

MON., MAY 24
12:22 A.M.
Residents within the 900 block of
Thurstin Ave. were warne for disorderly conduct lor loud music.

2:12 A.M.
A verbal warning for public urination was issued at South Hall.

2:16 A.M.
Andrew Kubalik. of Avon Lake.
Ohio, and Eric Valasek. of Findlay,
Ohio, were cited for disorderly conduct with persistence on Wooster
Street

1:17 A.M.
Complainant reported receiving
threatening e-mails.

12:39 P.M.
An officer assisted the city animal
control officer with a loose dog.
The dog's owner had an active warrant.

1:58 A.M.
Resident within the 400 block of
S. Grove St. was warned for loud
noise and illegal burning in backyard.

2:47 A.M.
Two verbal warnings for public urination were issued on East Wooster
Street.

1:26 P.M.
Complainant reported a male and
female having a disagreement on
Ridge Street. An officer spoke with
the subjects before sending them
on their way.

2:43 A.M.
Residents were warned for disorderly conduct for loud music within
the 600 block of Clough St.

3:11 A.M.
An officer found an intoxicated
male passed out within the 100
block of Troup Street. Subject was
transported to the Wood County
Hospital.

4:35 A.M.
Complainant reported a construction trailer was on fire in the
construction area of South Central
Residence Halt.

9:43 A.M.
Officer checked two suspicious
male subjects in the construction
area on College Street. No problem
was found, subjects were setting up
more trailers.

7:36 A.M.
A fire alarm was set off in the
Commons.

10:58 A.M.
A burglar alarm was set off in Hayes
Hall due to an employee error.

7:51 A.M.
A burglar alarm was set off in the
Administration Building due to an
employee error.

1:34 P.M.
A verbal traffic warning was issued
for too many passengers in the back
of a vehicle on Merry Street.

10:45 A.M.
A burglar alarm was set off in
Olscamp Hall due to an unknown
cause. The area was secured,

3.24 P.M.
Complainant requested an officer
escort a subject from the Perry
Field House. The officer advised
there was a dispute between a
coach and a referee. No one was
removed.

2:03 P.M.
A University vehicle was damaged
by Memorial Hall

3:12 A.M.
Residents were warned for disorderly conduct for loud music within
the 900 block of Klotz St.

2:10 P.M.
Steven Miller. 50. of Bowling
Green, was arrested on a domestic
violence charge

3:51 A.M.
A burglar alarm was set off in
the Education Building due to an
employee error.

2:48 P.M.
Brian Lapp, 30, of Livonia. Mi., and
Jeremy Smith. 25. of Carleton, Mi.,
were arrested for soliciting stereo
equipment without a permit from
a van within the BOO block of S.
Main St.

■

r

> 53 P.M.
i »nt reported misuse of
: I card in the Union.

11:25 P.M.
I il traffic warning was issued
, oper display on Mercer

FRI., MAY 21
1206 A.M.
il traffic warning was issued
>r headlights at night on Merry

5:12 P.M.
A burglar alarm was set off in the
Business Administration Building

KARNO
• torn Page 1

said. "I believe in education.
lhal knowledge is key 1o gelling
things changed, and I would
really love to go and invest in
students and make a difference

in that way."
K.11 no said other students in
soda] work should get involved
while in school, too, as the pro-

fession is practice oriented. She
said it's never too early to begin
to engage in the values and
actions of the profession.
"The more of us that are going
for the same cause and that are
going toward the same goal, the
more likely vveare to accomplish
what needs to be done... I think
that the NASVV is one of those
organizations that gives us a
springboard through which to
make a difference," Karno said.

Portage
Recreation Club

^MJfitt

Come dive in crystal clear spring violets"

Hours
M-Th
10am-8pm
F
10am -11pm
Sat
Sam-11pm
Sun
7:30am • 8pm
Iswimming/beoch
areas close at 8pm)

* Volleyball, hydroblkei,
* hor»« ihoM, beach area.

* swimming, and diving
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6:39 A.M.
Residents within the 1400 block
of Cedar Lane reported condoms
and other items were thrown at
their house. A resident believed
act could have been retaliation for
involvement in an anti-discrimination group.

3:42 P.M.
Unknown driver hit the stop sign
on the corner of East Napoleon Rd.
and South College Dr. and left the
scene.

9:54 A.M.
Fence around a pool within the
900 block of Klotz Rd. sustained
approximately $500 in damages.

BIKES
From Page 1

Bikes lhal arc seized are
required by law lo be held
for a six month period, but
Weekley said il is common
for bikes lo be held for more
than a year, acknowledging
the complicated legal proceedings involved in transferring bike ownership to the
University-every bike in the
auction has been cleared by a
judge and is no longer under
investigation. He said there is
very little room to hold bikes,
adding incentive to be selective in collecting the bikes.
Weekley said the bike situation has improved in recent
years, attributing it to people
taking better care of their bikes,
resulting in a decrease of seizures. He said the department
used to have 120 bikes compared to this year's 40.
Proving helpful to the cause
is the Orange Bike Program
started by Hennessy in Fall
2008. The program involves
the administration of a univerfirciton*

3:27 P.M.
Complainant reported receiving a
disturbing letter in West Hall.

9:24 A.M.
A verbal traffic warning was issued
for speeding on Poe Road on the
corner of Williams and Wooster
Roads.

7:10 P.M.
A verbal traffic warning was issued
for two headlights at night on

'j

3:01 P.M.
A men's gray trick bicycle, valued
at $700. was taken within the 100
block of Ordway Ave.

9:17 A.M.
A verbal traffic warning was issued
for speeding on Poe Road.

5:53 P.M.
A burglar alarm was set off in the
Administration Building due to an
employee error.

12:33 P.M.
Complainant reported receiving
threatening texts.

7:46 P.M.
A resident within the 1500 block of
Clough St. reported an unknown
subject entered the residence's

sal lock-and-key to students,
giving them access to any of
the specifically painted bikes
around campus. They were created from donated bikes from
the community as well as from
the University Police before
the auction. Sustainability
Coordinator Nick Hennessy
said that 25 to 30 bikes were
obtained from the University's
property, with the rest of its
supply coming from private
donations around the Wood
County area. 1 le acknowledged
that ever)* bike was used in
some form, with the more rundown models being used for
spare parts.
While the Orange Bike
Program does not clear the
police station's bike supply
any faster, it is useful for reusing property and promoting
a sense of service around the
campus. Hennessy said the
program is entirely volunteerbased, with many students
repairing bikes for a service
project while many others stay
on staff as mechanics for the
remainder of the semester. He
emphasized the small amount

of advertising for the program,
opting for a test group of students at the beginning of the
Fall 2009 year and relying on
word-of-mouth.
"We figured BG can do well
with a bike program." I lennessy
said. "It's kind of a flat place,
ideal for bikes."
The bike-share program will
most likely not function during the summer due to the
decrease in student population,
but I lennessy said the student
interest generated during the
past year will keep the program
running during the main academic year.
"The Orange Bike Program
fills a unique niche at BGSU,"
student Zachary Manor said. "I
discovered parts of the town of
Bowling Green that I had never
seen before and it's all thanks
to bike access."
In the meantime, Weekley
said that students can take care
of their own bicycles by making
sure they are registered witii
the city of Bowling Green, taking care to have proof of ownership such as a serial number or
a lock-and-key.
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8:48 P.M.
Two students were given verbal
warnings for trespassing at the
Wolfe Center construction site.

9:15 P.M.
Complainant reported receiving
two fraudulent checks for a piece of
furniture she was selling.

9:15 P.M.
A verbal traffic warning was issued
for no headlights on the corner of
East Wooster and Crim Streets.

11:25 P.M.
A verbal traffic warning was issued
for no license plate light on the corner of North Main and East Court
Streets.

TUE., MAY 25
12:20 A.M.
A verbal traffic warning was issued
for no headlights on East Wooster
St.

12:52 A.M.
A verbal traffic warning was issued
for one headlight on East Wooster
St.

1:10 AM.
Resident within the 400 block of
S. Main St received a warning for
loud music.

2:20 A.M.
A verbal traffic warning was issued
for following too close on East
Napoleon Rd.

3:33 A.M.
A verbal traffic warning was issued
for expired registration on East
Wooster St.

b

ONLINE: Go to bgviewvcom for the
complete blotter list.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-572-6966

USG
From Page 1

"After last semester's increase,
we over-budgeted by S6,000,"
Edenssaid.
US(; was given S29.00 last
semester and was forced to use
already depleting reserve funds
in order to pay the difference in
spending. Clayton Stewart, who
has been appointed by Basch as
the next USG treasurer will draft
new legislation with Edens to be
presented to the Senate this fall.
USG is still working on finishing up a resolution for the
Print Responsibly program that
was originally presented at this
month's meeting, Edens said.
Print Responsibly will require
students to pay per print at the
University, rather than allow
unlimited free printing.
Atthispoint, Print Responsibly
is still scheduled to begin sometime next school year.
Caldwell is also looking ahead
with his proposal for a program
currently coined "911 Lifeline."
Similar to the current campus
program, 911 Lifeline would
introduce a citywide amnesty
for students that need treatment
for alcohol poisoning.
"It would be good to have
something like this since we
have such a large off-campus
population," Caldwell said.
If the proposed city ordinance
passes, 911 Lifeline would offer
"alcohol amnesty" through
counseling and diversion programs. Both Michigan and New
Jersey offer similar amnesty
programs through statewide
programs, Caldwell said.

9id >W *****
In Cleveland, it is
illegal to hunt or
capture mice without
a hunting license.
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Ribbon cutting to be held at College Park
Cartwright, Borland to speak at a nontraditional ribbon-cutting ceremony celebrating expanded Nontraditional and Transfer Student Services
By Shannon Gi**ig*
Reporter

Nontraditional and rtansfei Student Servk es is
havhigaribbon cutting ceremony on Wednesday.
May 26. al College Park. Remarks will be made by
President Carol Cartwright, Provosi Kenneth
Horland and a Itudent veteran who will talk
about his return to school as an aduh learner,
parent and veteran.
I his event is open to all students.
The ceremony is not a traditional ribbon cutting for a new building, but is rather celebrating
the expanded services and outreach for nontraditional, transfer and veteran students, said
Barbara Henry, the assistant vice president of
Nontraditional and Transfer Student Services.

She said that the department expands the
definition of nontraditional students to include
not only those who fall under the strict definition of 25 and older, hut also students with nontraditional needs such as parents, veterans and
students who want to "finish what they started,"
those who have dropped out and come back to
finish their education. This department also
works with Ohio citizens who are HO or older and

have the option of taking courses for free without
earning credit.
Henry said the department acts as an entry
point for these students. The department offers
preadmissions and prior learning assessments,
as well as some academic advising offered only
at the point of entry.
He facilitate students with their transition

and then their integration into the campus community... we're a connecting tool," Henry said.
Transfer advisor Christine Celestino Hoes
works closely with community colleges, especially Owens Community College. She said she
advises transfer students at these community
colleges about which classes they can take that
will transfer to the University and apply to their
intended major.
"How they apply specifically to your program
is really the key to looking al what courses you
want to select at the community college because
not everything you take there will directly apply
to your program: it will transfer, but it won't
apply," Celestino-Boes said.
David Rice, the assistant director of
Nontraditional and Transfer Student Services.

said there were about 600 transfer students in the
fall of last year It ice goes on the road to recruit
Students to transfer to the University, visiting
and advising ,it communit) colleges. He said
this is ,i great time to transfer to the University
because of the new residence balls being built
and the improvements in dining services.
Even il students don't see themselves fitting
into what Nontraditional and I ransfer student
Services offers, llcnrv said, the event is open
to all. Traditional students can use the services
ottered by this department, whether it's to save
money by taking a couple ol summer classes
at another college and transferring them to
the University, or It's to take advantage of their
prior learning assessments in order to not have
to take a class.

Frisbee
players
snoot into
summer
FRISBEE FUN: A group of friends play a round
of Ftisbee golf. Mark Turner. Steven Kern. Josh
James, and Bill Bigelow completed a couple holes
before their lunch break The group.said they play
for fun although Bigelow said he enjoyed traveling
to play the game. Bigelow has played 55 different
courses. The local course is located at Carter Park
near the water tower. It includes 18 different holes.
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WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
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■
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HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING
INCIUDED

Tw Outdoor Pools
On-Site Laundry Facilities

HIGH SPEED INTERNET
INCLUDED

24 How Emergency Maintenance
New Kitchen Cabinet t Appliances
Rent Payable Online
lease Renewal Bonuses
Referral Award Bonuses

BASIC CABLE
INCLUDED

PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE
INCLUDED

Off Stieet A Guest Parking

WATER/SEWER/TRASH
INCLUDED

Recycling Program

Call Us About Our Specials!

STOP BY
AND SEE US

No Appointments Necessary

Housing Close to Campus
At Reasonable Prices

STOP
by our offlc* A
pick up «h« .
NawLtatJnflsl

Efficiencies, One and
Two Bedroom Apartments
Available for Immediate Occupancy
We also have a large selection of

Houses and Apartments with
great locations and reasonably priced
for 2010-2011 school year.

Listings available online at: wwwjohnnewkivmalestalr.com
or at the rental office located at:

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

400E.Nap¥eonRd.
419-352-9135

WI.II.II i Slrrel. Htmling Grata, till
I IK.IU-I Amiss Knim l;u-o Hell.
RENTAL OffFICE t-tivt 3M-UM
Hours- Mundat to Krktaj - X:.«> to 5:.<« • Salurilm - K:.MI lo 5:00

winthrop@gerdenich.com
wwwwinthropterrace.com

I or inure information or to schedule a show Inn, please call the Rental Ottice YVI CAN lll-l.PYOl'!

Fewer Bills and a Better Value
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I have a passion for people and I have a passion for social justice
• Jennifer Karno. recent BGSU graduate [see story, page 1].
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What do you think happened to all the bikes left on campus?

"Homeless people

"People just leave

take them and sell'

them chained up or

them or just use them

at a buddy's house."

TheygetstcJen-

"Hie Mecha Dragon
:

f^ VgJTUSAT^

stolethemal"
Have your own tab on
todays People On The

to put their bags on."

Street? Or a suggestion for

BETH SAMELAK
Mflkx
Busies

Summer months are
perfect times for crime
in neighbor city

LISI be ivat ned i alter i-. sec
ing imaginary people breaking
into Ins bouse
i at tually heard thi- come ovei
thi police scanner while intcmiroadcast newsstationin
loledo tnd with plentj ol sum
i ahead "l me, I'm sure
calls u ill gci weirder and, unfortunately, more serious,
\h internship has been an
enlightening experience, espe
11.ill1, tin ,i small town girl not
lived to dealing with pil hull
attacks and standings.
i (neol the things I've learned
repeatedly from my mentors is
thai as n gets hotter, the risk ol
i i\ gets higher. When it
rcai bed mi degrees on
Sunda) night one of the cameramen and I were out chasing
ambulances
literally.
I here were two separate
in, idem es in whit li a drunk
pedestrian was hit by ,i car;
later a possible dug-lighting
ring where at cording lo the
polh i st annei silting in the
newsroom, there was a pack ol
|MI hulls running around.
\s we were tiding around in
tin- news tan watching all the
people walking around outside,
the cameraman turned to me
and said. "There's going to he
a fatality soon. Either a stab
bing or a shooting." Within three
hours he was called to the scene
of a stabbing,
\s the heal goes up, everyone
in the newsroom just waits for a
fatalit) I'M omeover the scanner.
I hiving around on the South
Side and East side ol loledo was
definitely somewhat of a culture
shock compared to the small
farm village [yes, an actual village, not a town) I grew up in,
I veryone living in the I asl
side and South side was outside walking around or sitting on
the stairs in from ol their houses,

CHRISTOPHER SCHLAU
Junior
Psychology

JOVANLEACOCK
Jumot
Theater and Film

There were even some people
tiding their hikes in the middle
of a busy toad, holding up traffic, possibly leading to the police
scanner message saying, "Two
teenage males struck I", a car
while riding their hikes
At every stop made by the news
van someone would shout out
thai they'll be great on the news.
One even told us his mom would
he so proud if he got on TV.
And let's not forget about the
standard creep) guy" we passed
who apparently sits at his window and just states out of it. and
the hobo who passed out drunk
and couldn't wake up. He looked
very unhappy about (lie police
and ambulance disrupting liis
drunken nap in the alley.
I am all lot being i intside in the
summer but I was not expecting
the amount of talk coming over
the police scanner on Sunday.
the truth is that more crimes
happen in the summer, and with
people crawling out of their winter hibernation I can completely
see how this is true.

Last year with all the layoffs one
of the stations in loledo wouldn't
let any of their reporters or cameramen ride around by themselves because they were alraid
that something would happen to
them if they went out alone,
With loledo being a short 20
minutes north of Bowling Green
and having the only decent malls
anywhere near here, il might be
necessary to revert to kindergarten-safety-rulc number one:
never leave your buddy
lake a lesson from the Toledo
news stations and use the buddy
system safety iii numbers. If a
trip to tile Westlield I ranklin Park
Mall is necessary, bring a friend
-■ summertime is not the best
season to make the trip alone.
As summer gets underway
and it gels even hotter, don't be
surprised if ambulance sirens
blaring through the neighborhood become a more common

occurrence,

Respond to Kaycee at
thenews@bgneu8.com

DID YOU KNOW?
In the early days of the telephone,
operators would pick up a call and
use the phrase, "Well, are you there?".
It wasn't until 1895 that someone
suggested answering the phone with
the phrase "number please?"

SPEAK YOUR MIND
i ,ou want to say about an opinion column or news stop/?
Here's riow to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

a question? Give us your

KAREN HOGG
Senior
Deal/Hard of Hearing

feedback at bgviewscom

Work experience should not be taken lightly
when applying for scholarships

fills past year, like many Other
college students, I applied for
a merit scholarship award.
There were the usual questions about academics, service
and extracurricular activities.
However. I found that there
were no questions about work
experience. This surprised
me, as a huge number of students work throughout their
education.
in bet, the American Council
on Education found that 78 percent of undergraduates work
while enrolled. And not just
a small, live hour a week job.

The average employed student
works nearly M0 hours per week
while enrolled.
Students work for a wide variety of reasons. Some just want
to have a little extra spending
money. Others are independent
and are barely making their rent
payments.
Regardless of why they work.
I believe that work experience should be considered in
the average scholarship award.
Many snidents who work significant hours don i do it hecausc
they want to. They do it because
they have to.
Not all of us haw parents that
eaiutintrihutefinancialryttiwards
our education or die basic living
expenses. When this is the case,
it seems only fair that a snidents
work experience should apply
towards lite scholarship.

I decided to include my work
experience in the service section of my application. I do not
kmnv if this addition helped or
hurt my application, but I am
glad I did so.
As our economy continues
to decline and education costs
rise, hopefully more merit
scholarships will include a
category on work experience.
1 know that this would only
benefit the working class students who are often underappreciated.
And for those BGSU students who cook our food,
clean our classrooms, and cut
our grass, thank you for all
your hard work.

If you check out VVorkNet,
you will notice that most of tiie
jobs a student can hold while
enrolled pay right around minimum wage. In my experience
as an undergraduate working
multiple jobs, my wages barely
paid for my rent, car and other
necessary expenses.
If all scholarships were to
exclude work experience as a
factor, they may very well he
excluding the students who
need financial aid the most.
Service and extracurricular
activities are important and
have a great deal of value. They
should always be considered
when awarding merit scholarships. But the life experience
and work ethic a student gains
putting themselves through
college should not he underestimated.

Respond to Anthony at
tlienews@bgneivs.com

Fans of the hit lost' should not feel down, many
summer shows die sure to entertain just as much

m

JOSH

WHETHERHOIT
JUCSUJ.UMNIS:

On Sunday night 1, along with
millions of others worldwide,
watched the climactic finale of
the hit series "Lost". 1 hadn't
been a "l.ostie" for very long,
only about six months thanks
to Netflix, but I still felt the
despair as t he show came to an
end. But fear not all you other
Lostiesout there still distraught
over the loss of your show, for
there is plenty more good viewing coming up to draw in your
obsessions.
For the fans of controversial
storylines, look no further than
AMC's "Breaking Bad" about
Wither White, a high school
chemistry teacher who begins
to cook crystal meth after
finding out lie has cancer and

only two years left to live. In
the middle of its third season,
"Breaking Bad" has never been
better, making it similar to
Showtime's "Weeds" but with
cajones. If you haven't jumped
on this bandwagon already,
there's still time to catch up
and hitch a ride.
To the celebration of many,
Comedy Central has picked
up new episodes of the Matt

Greening-created "Futurama"
which is set to start airing |une
24. The show ended in 2003
after running on POX and has
since released four movies continuing the story of the Planet
Express delivery crew. This is a
show for the "Simpsons" geek
who isalso a science fict ion nerd,
and "Futurama" isn't ashamed
to show that. For some quirky,
off-the-wall humor that is leaps
and bounds above the stale
"Family Guy," catch Futurama
soon.
Comedy Central has also
announced new shows from

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS
AND CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to
voice your opinions?
The Forum section is
looking for more
people like you
to write columns and
illustrate for us.

compete with other network's
comedy lineups. So, let that
inner nerd out and enjoy.
Finally, for the classy, postmodern viewer out there,
make sure to check out AMC's
Mad Men" about 1960s Park
Avenue advertising executives.
Preparing to start its fourth
season on July 25, "Mad Men"
is yet another show in AMC's
crew pushing to make it a cable
network challenger to networks
like HBO and Showtime. With
sex scandals, office politics running wild and everything else
happening in the '60s, "Mad
Men" is a unique show for the
ages and well worth the time.
So right now il may feel
like there is a serious void left
behind in the wake of "last's
departure, but keep your eyes
on the horizon, and with these
tips, regain the belief in good
television.

America's favorite political satirists. |on Stewart and Stephen
Colbert. After taking their typical vacation breaks, new episodes are to start airing again
shortly, bringing back some
much needed debasement to
America's media and political systems. If you're looking
for a way to stay informed and
humored, catch "The Daily
Show" and "The Colbert Report "
when they return.
If you enjoy intelligent humor
and awkward social situations,
then the show for you is CBS's
"The Big Bang Theory" about a
group of scientists living their
dorkish lives in Pasadena, Calif.
The show has been on for three
seasons and has so far stayed
strong lo avoid the awkward
"Ross and Rachel" pitfall so
ma nysitcomsare victim toafter
a few seasons. Normally running on Monday nights as the
top-rated show in CBS's lineup,
"The Big Bang Theory" is being
moved to run on Thursdays to

Respond to loslial
thenews@bgneivs.com

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Student apologizes for
misdemeanor
lilitor's Note: lliis teller Irns lieen
primed ol llie request of Rowling
(ireen Municipal Court.
A few weeks ago I decided to
indulge in some underage drinking and regrettably while under
the influence 1 made a choice thai
endangered hundreds of people.
While intoxicated I decided lo
light a piece of paper on fire and
attempted to slide il under someone's door in an attempt to catch
ihe room on fire. It wasan incredibly idiotic and dangerous decision. I am embarrassed thai this
situation arose and disappointed
in myself and my decision mak-

ing abilities. I never intended for
anyone to get hurt and fortunately no one did. But that easily
could have been different. I put
all of your lives in danger and if
that would of happened I don't
think I could've lived with myself.
It is hard enough for me that the
thought of lighting something
on fire in an attempt lo catch a
room on fire even crossed my
mind. 1 have learned my lesson
and 1 am taking the appropriate steps to improve my decision
making skills and myself as a person. Thank you for your time and
once again I am deeply, deeply
sorry for my actions.
Sincerely,
losh Cermak

■ E mail us at tl ienews(?>bcjnewscom.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West HaH.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page

THE BG NEWS
ALAINA BUZAS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606
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FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stones from the
paper and online extras.

JESSICA HANNA
NEWS EDITOR
MATTLIASSE
PULSE EDITOR
ANDREAFEHL
PHOTO EDITOR
JUSTIN ONSLOW
SPORTS EDITOR

BL0GGING
deck out the sports
bloq lor the latest in BG
athletics.

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
totheeditoi

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
sMeshow and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be lewet than 300
words. These ate usually in tesponse
to a cunent issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green atea.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longet pieces between 400 and
700 words These ate usually also in
tesponse to a cuttent issue on the
Universitys campus Of the Bowling
Green area Two submissions pet
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns ate printed
as space on die Opinion Page
permits. Additional letters to the
Edilot or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, yeat and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment lo tiienewjpbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
'Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions ate subject to teview and editing for length
and clanty before printing The
editor may change the heaotnes to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessanry
reflect the view of The BG News
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COMEBACK EDITION
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Child's cooking legacy goes
on with fifty year-old book
By Amanda McGuir* RricTnA

BACK IN
THE ZONE
Local radio station finds its place back on the airwaves
ByMattLiat»
Puls» :
"I want my Zone' bark!" is what many residents in the area ran
now hcarwhcn channel surfing tlH-ir I M radios.
106.5 The /one, a radio slalion broadcasting from Ibledo
wild alternative rock music from both today and the 1990s, is
back on the radio after a year of being gone. Now; the popular
station can be found as 1005 I he /one after leaving the air
waves last summer. ■
The decision was made to take the /one oil the airwaves as an
opportunity for s[x>rts broadcasting aftei predicting sports news
would draw bigger revenue.
The station returned over tour weeks ago on \piil 23 and is
back to reclaim its role as the only station in the area to play bands
like Breaking Benjamin and 30 Seconds To Mars.
"We all knew collectively that we had a strong audience,"
Program Director Dan McClintock said
Tlic radio station may strut to be making a comeback, but
according to McClintock. who also works with 94J5 XKR 'loleilo's
classic rock station, the Zone lias always been around, Instead
of on the traditional I \l radio. Ihe Ami'could lie found on III)
Radio Stations and they maintained the same studio.
McClintock said it's a lot more fun to broadcast on I \l
radio. It gives him satisfaction to hear the /one while (bit
ing around town.
The biggest difference the retui n to met iii waves brings involves
advertising. Since going oil the air and not being able to air pro
motions, bands like Sick Puppies and < age tin-1 lephani were

unable to sell many tickets when rhej were In town.
McCBntock also noted then' were a number of slums that
sold out recently in the are ton hiding pop acts like ia\ /. MOey
Cyrus and Michael liuhle. But among them was Muse, a British
alternative band made populat with the songs "Supermasshfe
Black Mole' and 'Starlight" Until Ihe Zone came bade there
were no radio stations in the lolodo area that played Musesongs,
McClintcxk Stressed the idea thai bands thai sell out should be
on the radio.
"I teel like rock and alternative music is getting downplayed
tin pop and hip hop. Its great tofinalh, have a station thai doesn't
play the same nine songs." said Zone Ustenei Christina Atkins
"I0fi..r> also did a lot ten local talent and that's something we need:
WC have a lot ol great talent"
I he /one's ii'tunt lo the radii > has been gradual Because ol the
current state ol the economy the station has just IMVH working
with barmen and signs.The radio station^ return came back with
fewer watts, so the signal is not as strong as it used tube, at I Old
ing to McClintock. but then' is still time to improve.
Met lintni k said how impressed lie was with the tail that the
11X1.4 the /one fan page on Racebook isalic.icb up to 1,000fans,
soleK based on word-of-mouth.
fans could not be more excited.
"I am so happy and beyond excited lot them to be back." said
Ket in (iedert "I have been a Hanoi the radio station since the days
that they were Bus 1065 and have followed them since.'
"I was so pissed when they went oil the air." said /one listener
Adam Hockacy.'... and when lbe\ came back on, wed, I peed mj
pants because I was so excited."

conspicuous consumption.
I don't disagree with PoBan
but there'sdefinitelyanorhe side
to the rise of cdebrft) i he's, tom1
mming, and tin
lulia < hild.
Perh ips its nrj ceaseless optj
mism talking here yet I cart sto|
thinking I luid and ha food idc
vision cohorts mat :«'i be pi i
dm ingdrovcsofhoinecooksbul
thej are produi ing more const i
■ itcrs
I hinl about il
I hild tills a uostalgii void foi

luiiaChildisa star, again
It all began with "lulii- and
lulia. Iiiliel'nweir-bloglii. I
umented her 365 days o
ing all 524 recipes in lulia t hfld's
"Mastering the \n of i tench
Cooking,Volume I' Powells blog
transformed into a lies! sell
ing memofa and tin n a major
motion picture
In a health i onsi ious nine
when meals strive to be under
ttxi calories and completed in
M) minutes, t hild's recipes in
"Mastering the An ol French
t looking" are arrj thing but, with
thetrrendered pork fat, wine bt it
let and cream I m talking about
real cream) thai could

viewers torn between real buttei
and margarine and she inspires
bout the pros
and cons ol buying ertha
lairn
think about where theft food
from and encourages
them to gun-, theit ov n
Me-, (reqm i
markets,
and ask questions about the
the) buy.
Guj I icri motivates viewers
npon lot ,il independent
restaurants on his wildly pup
ul." ;hovi
Diners, ' hive Ins.
and 11
tod viewers are listening.
some are even taking action.
I ike a domino effet i. there
have been othei food centered
i on* backs: famih farms and
ethii al farming prat in es farm
ITS markets, traditional famih
■ and 1 in hen g miens.
\ iewers are more aware ol
heir food i hok i •>. and
their buvingpowi i
notherfood
I, omeh n': meat
I in the Box
lutbreak, meal in patticu
has been the sibling you
point J
it when mom
stt ml) asks what happened

hours to prepare
Despite its insistence on
ingredients most Americans feel
would triggci an instantaneous
heart an.uk, t hild's cookbook
topped I lie New Vnk limes
best selling list last summer and,
according to a recent Chk ago
Tribune article, the new i bolting
t hannel la Rood Network spin
off) wiH"s|nnligiii old favorites in
iis ( l.issie c nuking Itli* k.'which
will feature lulia child."
Once again, viewers i an team
how li) make hoeuf bourgi lignnn
old world style from the I
sum legend heisell
Some ma) wo'uiei ai whai

cost.
I ood focused
journalist
Michael PoDan argued in his
New link limes ami le "Out ol
the kitchen. Onto the i out h,"
lor viewers, these shows have

become less about the pi
lion ol high end (bod than about

its consumption

including its
JUIIA

O'Brien brings local flavor, personal touch to MSU gig
By Mari.ha Pi.trow.ki

play on their campus.
T don't like that school," be

Pulse Reporter

told the crowd. "An) school that
Conan O'Brien told Ihe crowd
he hoped attendees would
walk away thinking, "wow.
thai was sort of worth It"

ludging by

the bolster

ous reactions of the crowd at
Michigan State University's
Breslin Center on May 21,
O'Brien's "Legally Prohibited
from
Being
Funny
on
Television Tour" did not disappoint. For Iwo hours, O'Brien
entertained Ihe crowd with a
mix of stand-up. musical per
formances, familiar props and
features of his former shows
and some special guests.
After opener Reggie Waits
and the Legally Prohibited
Band (featuring familiar faces
such as Richie "LaBamba"
Rosenberg, whose face O'Brien
later licked during the show),
O'Brien took the stage wearing
a MSU jersey underneath his
sport coal.
He explained his excitement for being in Michigan,
with a warm response from
ihe Spartans. The crowd ate

MARlSHIPtUROWSKI

JOKING: Conan O'Bnm enteitains the
Bieslin Center crowd H-* "I egally Piolubited
from Being Funny on Television Tout'
slopped in East Lansing May 21 wild Irxal
liunioi andaieiiawideli ;'■ I
up O'Brien's name checking
of local restaurants and businesses the claimed thai his
new job will be at the Bast
i arising 'Metiers"), as well as
direct digs at school rivals
According
to
O'Brien,
he rejected a bid by the
University of Michigan to

needs a football stadium that
big must have a small penis."
Me joked MSU had a major
drinking problem, since the
students in attendance at the
show clearly did not realize
school ended weeks ago.
"Vour mascot should be a
hung over Spartan vomiting
into his helmet."
O'Brien was not alone on
stage thai evening. Longtime
sideku k \iuly llii liter joined
in on the fun, as did triumph
the Insult Comic Dog in a
pre-taped segment with focal
jokes dubbed into the tape.
I Icon Cole, a former writer for
O'Brien, also took the stage fol

standup.
Michigan resident Sarah
Killen spent her 15 minutes
of fame with O'Brien onstage
after lie chose her Twitter
account as tire only one lied
follow.
Killen pulled the "Walker,
Texas Hanger" Lever, rechristened the "Chuck Norris,
Rural Policeman Handle"

due to O'Brien's former
employer, NBC, owning the
intellectual rights over Unoriginal name 1 or the same
reason, "the Sell Pleasuring
Panda" visited the crowd,
instead of the notorious
Masturbating Hear.
linth bits brought familiar
elements of O'Brien's shows
to the audience [including the
famous "Walker" clip where

Hale) loci Osment's charac
icr bluntly states "Walker told
Ihiml he had \II).N'I, and

reminded people why they
paid to see the show live.
\s O'Brien said, it was the
Iii si time people ever paid
to see him and in return, he
attempted to ma ket he show as

personal as possible.
While O'Brien is best known
foi his comedy, another passion of his is music. I hiough
out much of the show. O'Brien
had a guitar in his band,
singing original and parody
songs (such as My Own Show
Again" to the tune of "On the
Road Again I. which brought a
unique spin to bis comedy not
ollen seen on television,

loud.>iiiiniiis • Storage • Slniliui

*
ttv*

Students check
Dve. I
_.Jticles cabfc gas. slectrfewater
0v .''.rpoo'uss
''fultj'ftirr

r
L
1-1 .-■ I-.1
BGSU Staff and HT :
Shamrock Village Condominiums and Townhomes

j fridge : ■
Hpeaal
2j I'll) 'i V '
i in some mis
place O "
. <n C*w
Storage available, ren

2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
AND TOWNHOUSES
COLUMBIA COURT APARTMENTS
HEINZ APARTMENTS
CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES

-ASK ABOUT OUR
3-5 BEDROOM NOUSES
1-2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
(RADIATE EFFICIENCY /1BEDROO
—2n Sto* Up lodafl

SHAMR0CKBG COM

GREENBRIAR, INC.

14191352

445 £. WOOSTER • BOWLING GREEN • OHIO ■ 4340)
1724 E WOOSTER

419-354-0070

O'Brien's show combined
the best of bis comedy with
his personal mush al hobbies.
bis friends in show business
and local flavor to create a
show thai kept the audience
laughing and cheering all
night. At the end of the show.
O'Brien ran through the
crowd ol the Breslin Center,
high-living and bugging tans
in the audience, all the wa)
up to the upper sections ol
the arena.
He made the show as pel
sonal as possible, showing

www.greenbriarrentals.com

even though he may have fared
well financially in the wake of
the Ml' controversy, he still
cared about the people who
made him popular. He will
begin bis new show on I Its
Nov. it. so it is unlikely that
11 Brien will have the • hance
to toui again I 01 those lui ly
people who had the chance to
attend the I egallv Prohibited
four,' it will be a memorable
ami unique experience.
ludging b) ihe massive
audience applause through
out the show, il seemed fail

i> unanimous thai <' Brien
made the slum more than
-oit ol worth it."
MSIl's represent itives ol
" ream ( 01 o can sleep well
knowing the) were able to be
a part ol such a riotous experl
ence that showed wh) I I'Brien
has been below d foi nearly 20

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2010-11
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
Available Immediately
704 Second St. •
Three bedrooms $930.00 pet
month plus utilities Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars
Lease 5:15/10-5/7-11.

Shamrock Village

'ww"

In keeping with the musl
Cal theme, O'Brien's guest that
evening, Michigan native kid
Hock look the stage to explain,
in song, n by he would make a
good president
"I'd put I v cameras in the
Lincoln Bedroom, and the
whole nation could watch Rock
layin' il down." he sang

710 Elm St
Three bedrooms. $740.00 per
month plus utilit'P* Doposit
$740 00 Has washer dryer Limit
3 people I imit 3 cars.
Lease 5/15/10-5(7-11

Available August 19, 2010
72? Sixth St, •
Three bedrooms $510 00 pet
month plus utilities Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars Tenants do not have
use ot garage
Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11

712 Second #A&B-

256 Ss CpJIegeJA;
Thiee bedrooms $740.00 pei month
plus utilities Limit 4 people
Limit 4 cars
Lease 8/19/10 - 8/6/11

830_Scot_t Hamilton -

Three bedrooms. 2 baths $850.00
Two bedrooms in each unit $600.00
pet month plus utilities Has NC
per month plus utilities Has
Limit 5 people. Limit 5 cars
dishwasher. C'A. Limit 2 people
Lease 8'19/Kl - 8'6H1
Limit 2 cars
Lease 8/19/10- 8/6/11.
TiiSinth St. Three bedrooms $930 00 per month
phis utilities, limit 3 people Limit 3 ctw.
Lease R'19/10-8/6/11
Families with children welcome to ap

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTER ST (tow(rearmMl

www.johnnewlovereaJestate.com
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Champs once again
Falcons sweep Buffalo to take third straight division title
r#y Justin Oiwow
Sports Editor

BASEBALL
5f)€tic*r s walk-off
powers the Falcons
Senior Derek Spencer hit a
game-winning home run to
lead off the bottom of the
ninth in Saturdays contest
against the Buffalo Buds The
home run won the game for
BG and clinched a share of
the team's third straight MAC
Fast title No Falcon baseball
team has ever won three
straight division titles.

ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook
The BG News sports section
has a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports"
to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news
www.facebook.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Bloq
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.

"Dramatic" does not even begin to
describe the Falcons' final regular season scries, which began
with a narrow two-run victory on
Thursday and concluded with the
most imponant home run of the
season on Saturday.
After two Buffalo runs in the top
of the ninth inningtotiethegameat
8-8, it appeared the Falcons might
see their hopes of a third straight
division title fade to a memory of a
heartbreaking loss.
When senior third baseman
Derek Spencer stepped into the box
in the ninth, Buffalo had outscored
BG 7 4 in the last seven-and-a-half
frames. The Bulls had chipped
away at a 4-1 Falcon lead throughout the game, and appeared to
have all the momentum.
With one swing of the bat, the
game was over. Spencer had sent a
screaming line drive over the right
field fence and effectively squashed
the prospects of a Buffalo comeback, propelling the Falcons to a
feat no BG baseball team has ever
accomplished — a third straight
MAC Kast title.
The Falcons claimed a share of
the Mid-American Conference
Fast Division title with Saturday's
win and capped off the final game
at Warren F. Stellcr Field for one
of the mt>st successful classes BG
baseball has ever fielded.
Heading into the series. BG
controlled its own destiny. With a
sweep of Buffalo — regardless of
the results of the series between
Kent State and Akron — the Falcons
guaranteed themselves a share of
DM MAC Fast title. After the final

WHAT THE SWEEP
MEANS FOR THE
FALCONS...
With the BG sweep, the Falcons
share the MAC East title with
Kent State, which also finished 189 m the conference. Because KSU
won the season series, against
BG. the Golden Flashes locked
up the number two seed in the
tournament, while the Falcons are
seeded fifth.
BG will take on number four
seed Ball State Wednesday at
9 am in Chilltcothe. Ohio The
winner of that game will then
play the winner of the Central
Michigan versus Ohio University
on Thursday at 4 pm.
The Falcons went 1-2 in their
home series against Ball state
this season. In the series. BG
allowed a season high 47 runs.
including a game in which the
Falcons allowed 52 runs in a
crushing defeat.
BG is 18-4 after its series
against Ball State earlier in the
season, and looks to continue
its momentum heading into the
tournament Junior Brennan
Smith will tow the rubber for the
Fakons m game one. Smith is 5-4
on the season with a 8.53 ERA.
pilch was thrown, the Falcons had
come out on lop of the scoreboard
and the standings.
The series sweep was a testament to teamwork and dedication.
As a team, the Falcons batted at a
.418 clip, led by sophomore shortstop Ion Bern*, who went an incredible 9-for-13 from the plate.
See CHAMPS i Page/

VICTORY: The Falcon baseball team celebrates a 10*8 win after Irmrsdays contest
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Leady leads the Falcons into the playo s
By Bobby W,ddl«
Reporter

has a Twitter feed Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing We may have
in-game updates.
W W W.lWMCfx#ni/DfMwwpoff3

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1911—The first ever
Indianapolis 500 takes place.
Ray Harrow won and then
retired from racing
1997—Sammy Sosa and
Tony Womack each hit inside
the park home runs in the
same game

The List
With the 2010-11 hockey
schedule's release, we take
a look at the top five most
intriguing matchups for the
Falcons next year

1. Michigan: Coach
Bergeron's debut will be a
cant-miss affair Bergeron will
look to get the team off to a
hot start against UM.
2. Miami: Miami had an
impressive run ending in the
Frozen Four semifinals last
year BG must find a way to
beat the RedHawks in 2010.

3. Notre Dame: BG
went 2-0-2 against the
Fighting Irish last year.
Cutting down ND late in the
season could be huge next
year.

4. Ohio State: The m
,tate competition is sure to
travel well -and will draw a lot
of fans to BG

5. Michigan State:
jR takes on MSU to end its
regular season schedule with
the finale on the road.

Chirkosta
awarded second
straight ESPN the
Magazine award

Kevin
Leady
Leads the pitching

As a versatile athlete with
early success in multiple
sports. Kevin i rack decided
to narrow down his focus to
pitch a fierce baseball career
at the University while gearing up for life as teacher.
After undergoing Tommy
lohn surgery to fix his elbow,
the 2010 graduate emerged
from sitting out most of the
2009 season to playing a
key role in winning several
important games this season.
These include the Falcons'
April 8 victory over Eastern
Michigan and their April II
victory over Ball State, which
led to the third longest winning streak in the program's
history, playing a large part
in saving the team from its
then
2-6
Mid-American
Conference standing. His
achievements on the field
have led him to be named
the Papa john's Athlete of the
Week for three consecutive
weeks as well as the MAC East
Pitcher of the Week during
the season.
"He's just a gamer. He loves
the game of baseball and he
has a lot of fun out here, but
he's a fierce competitor and
he doesn't like to lose," coach
Danny Schmitz said. "He gets
after it, and he makes sure his
teammates are getting after
it, and that's contagious. It
makes coaching easy."
leady's Falcon career began
in 2006 as both a pitcher and
an outfielder before becoming a pitcher exclusively in
2008, citing the stress on his
arm and his pitching success
as factors in his decision.
"One thing I like about pitching is that you are in control,"
Leady said. "You don't do it
completely by yourself, but
you control a lot,"
l.eady's pitching career
was threatened by a nearly
20-month absence from the
game while he recovered
from his surgery, calling it a
"strenuous, long process." He
acknowledged the fear he felt
when he threw his first ball
post-surgery.
"IWhen] I threw the first
ball and there was no pain, I
didn't have any doubt after
that I would come back and

staff in wins with an
8-2 record.
play," 11MIi\ -..ini
l.eady was not expecting
the success he would experience in the 2010 season. He
said he was just happy he had
the opportunity to play.
"I just wanted to contribute,"
11-.11U said. "Sitting out a full
year was terrible."
In spite of his injury, l,eady
said he made sure that he was
involved in the program as
much as possible during that
period. Schmitz said l-eady's
high support and enthusiasm
for his fellow players made
his presence crucial to the
team's success because he
was always there to cheer for
his teammates and help in
any way possible.
With 65 strikeouts in 87
innings this season, along
with a nearly 3-to-l strikeoutto-walk ratio and 8-2 overall
mark, Lcady's 2010 season
demonstrates a career high
built by years of playing the
game, which began at the age
of five. He carried his enthusiasm into other sports, as well.
Leady graduated
from
Eastwood High School in
2005, where he was a fourtime letter winner in baseball.
When he was not busy with
baseball, he also excelled as
a quarterback on the football
team and point guard for the
basketball team. His participation helped garner three
conference championships
in football and one in basketball.
"|He's| a tremendous guy,"
Schmitz said. "He does
things the right way both on
and off the field and in the
classroom."
A scholar athlete with a
3.076 GPA, Leady majored in
Middle Childhood Education,
allowing him to discover a
passion for teaching. He completed his methods in the
fall of 2009 and did full-time
student teaching at Haskins
Elementary school this past
spring, calling it an "awesome" experience. He credits his family for instilling in
him the value of education,
expecting him to establish

TENNIS
BRirr

falcon tennis player
Christine Chiricosta was
named to the 2010 ESPN
the Magazme Women's At-

flirirtino
^".f
tniriCOSta

Large Academic All -District
Team Thursday This is

Has 128
career win at

Chincosta's second straight
year earning that distinction.

BGSU

Chiricosta posted a 22-9 singles made last
season and also went ?l-9 m doubles matches.
She has 128 career wins, which equates to 12th in
career wins all-time at the University.
Chiricosta was a |umoi at the University
during the season, and has maintained a perfect
4 0 GPA She was named MAC Female Scholar
Athlete of the Week three times

HOCKEY
BRIEF
2010-11 hockey schedule
announced

mi PHOIO
THROWING SMOKE: Kevin Leady (hiows a pitch earlier m the season Leady came
back from elbow surgeiy this yeai and has put togethet an impressive season.

academic success early on.
"I want to help kids," Leady
said. "I like to mold |kids|, so
to teach them is definitely
what I want to do with my
life."
Leady's experiences in the
classroom and playing different sports have allowed him
to develop a number of important physical and leadershiptype skills for baseball, crediting football for increased
arm strength. In addition, his
student teaching experience
kicked his year into high gear
with a schedule that left room
only for baseball and his job.
He went to school all day
before baseball practice, after
which he went home, graded
papers and prepared the next
day's lesson.
"I've never been busier in
my life," Leady said. "I was
swamped."
Leady said that his teaching career could lead to baseball coaching later on, but

stressed that it would be a
side job.
"I went into education to
be an educator, not a coach,"
Leady said.
As a recent graduate, Leady
said he is carefully considering his options, one
such being to return to the
University to get a Master's
Degree, depending on the job
market. This will prove to be
his next major decision, as
Leady will be eligible for one
more year of baseball if he
returns to the University.
Most
importantly
for
Falcon fans, Leady's focus
on the future has translated
into his attitude toward the
game. Leady stresses the
importance of not dwelling on past successes and
failures when there is more
baseball to be played.
"It's nice.to be |8-2|, but the
only thing I really care about
is the team," Leady said. "If
we win, I'm happy."

The University announced the 2010 2011
f akon hockey schedule on Thursday. BG will host
the University of Michigan on Octobei eighth
ind ninth to open the season Eight of the team's
lust 14 games will be played at the BGSU Ice
Arena Those games include Michigan. Alabama
Huntsville. Noire Dame and Miami (OH).
The Falcons will play 16 of 56 regular season
games at home and will also participate in the
RPI Holiday Tournament in Troy. NY and the
UConn Tournament in Stars. Conn.
This year also marks the beginning of a new
Central Collegiate Hockey Association Finals
foimat. which will allow each CCHA team entry
to the tournament

GYMNASTICS
BRIEF
Chronister
named to ESPN
the Magazine's
Second-Team
Academic AllDistrict

Megan

Senioi gymnast Megan
Chronister
Chronister was named an
atlarge member of the
ESPN the Magazine Second Team Academic
All-District (District IV) last week.
Chronister maintained a 4 0 GPA in her
time at BGSU. while also contributing to an
impressive Falcon gymnastics squad Chronister
posted a career-best 9775 versus IllinoisChicago last season and helped the Fakons to a
4 2 Mid-American Conference record

SPORTS
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Magic take Celtics to OT, Game 5
Jimmy GoUn
AP Sports Writer

"At some point, somebody is going to come from
3-0 down and win a series. The only thing I knew

BOSTON (AP) — Put away the
brooms. Hold off on those "Beat
LAI" chants. The Boston Celtics
still have some work to do before
they can play for their second
NBA title in three years.
Dwight Howard had 32
points and 16 rebounds, and
jamcer Nelson made back-toback 3-pointers in overtime to
lead the Orlando Magic to a
96-92 victory over Boston on
Monday night to avoid a fourgame sweep in the Eastern
Conference finals.
Dressing in the same locker
room where the Philadelphia
Flyers celebrated theircomeback
from a 3-0 deficit against the
Boston Bruins in the NHL's East
semifinals, the Magic avoided
elimination and sent the series
back to Orlando for Game 5 on
Wednesday night.
The Bruins also lost Game 4 in
overtime.
"We know that we were down 30, and we didn't want to go home
(for the season)," Howard said.
"It starts with me and lameer. Me
and lameer showed our leadership by playing hard. We've got
to be the leaders for this team.
It's not about points, but just
showing everybody, 'Hey, follow
us and we'll lead the way.'"
No NBA team has ever come
back from a 3-0 deficit to win a
playoff series.
"At some point, somebody is
going to come from 3-0 down
and win a series. The only thing
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for sure was it would start by winning game 4"
Dwight Howard

I knew for sure was it would start
by winning Game 4," Magic
coach Stan Van Gundy said. "1
figured that one out. You have
to win Game 4. ... This was a
must-win."
Paul Pierce had 32 points and
II rebounds, and Kevin Garnett
had 14 points and 12 boards for
Boston. Ray Allen hit consecutive 3-pointers in overtime, but
Pierce missed two tries in the
final minute as the Celtics failed
to complete the sweep.
"Theydon'twantto leave. We're
going to have to throw them out,"
said Celtics forward Glen "Big
Baby" Davis. "It's just like somebody renting a house."
Nelson finished with 23 points
and nine assists for the defending Eastern Conference champions, who led by 10 in the second
quarter and were up 85-78 with
2:24 left in regulation before
Boston scored eight of the next
nine points to force overtime at
86-all.
Neither team scored for the
first 2:18 of the period before
Nelson hit a 3-pointer and then
added another 43 seconds
later. Allen made a 3-pointer
and, after Howard dunked and
drew a foul — but missed a free
throw — Allen hit another 3 to
make it 94-92.

Howard followed up Nelson's
misswith53secondslefttomake
it 96-92, then Garnett sailed a
pass over Pierce's head and into
the crowd. Pierce missed a pair
of 3-point attempts in the closing seconds.
"There were a couple of plays
down the stretch offensively that
we botched, plain and simple.
We're kicking ourselves. We had
a great opportunity,' Allen said.
"There's no need to panic. We
like the position we're in. But it's
a lesson: We have to take care of
the small things and we'll get to
where we want to be."
Orlando's revival came just
in time to avoid a Celtics walkover that had fans in the new
Boston Garden chanting "Beat
LA!" early in the second half of
Saturday night's23-point Boston
victory. The Lakers lead the Suns
2-1 in the Western Conference
finals, with Game 4 on Tuesday
night in Phoenix.
But there was no more chanting about the 1-akers on Monday
night.
"I know they (the Celtics players) heard it. They had no choice
but to hear it," Celtics coach Doc
Rivers said. "1 don't know if they
believed it. We didn't play well.
I know that. I hope that wasn't
the reason."

Only four times in the history
of the North American major
pro sports leagues has a team
come back to win a playoff series
after losing the first three games.
It's been done three times in
the NHL — most recently this
month by the Flyers in this
building — and once in baseball, when the Boston Red Sox
came back to beat the New York
Yankees in the 2004 AI. championship series.
"You never know what can
happen," Magic guard JJ. Redick
said. "We can be like the Red
Sox, coming back from 0-3. You
never know."
The Magic's biggest lead of
the series had been a threepoint edge in the first quarter of
Game 2, but they opened with
their highest-scoring quarter
of the scries on Monday to take
a 31-26 lead. They made it 4232 in the second before Boston
cut the deficit to four points at
the half.
Orlando led 85-78 on
Howard's three-point play, but
Pierce sliced past Howard for
a dunk that cut it to five, then
Allen hit a 3-pointer to make
it 85-83 with 1:41 left. Nelson
made one of two free throws,
and then Pierce went to the
basket and drew a foul, completing the three-point play to
make it 86-all with 1:16 left.
But Pierce missed a jumper
with a chance to give Boston the
lead, Nelson missed for Orlando
and Pierce lost his handle on
the ball in the final seconds of
regulation to send the game
into overtime.
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Game 2: BG 13, Buffalo 7

Buffalo once again got on the
board first, but it did not take
While Berti was scattering hits long for BG to take the lead.
The Falcons jumped on
around the diamond, senior left
fielder Dennis Vaughn was scat- Buffalo starter Pierre Mivilletering balls beyond the outfield Deschenes to the tune of seven
fence. In the series, Vaughn earned runs in just two-thirds
roped four home runs and of an inning's work. Leading
drove in eight runs on 7-for-15 the early charge for the Falcons
once again was Dennis Vaughn,
at the plate.
Although Falcon pitching who after Logan Meisler and
allowed 21 earned runs in the T.|. Blanton reached base, hit
series, the offense picked up its a home run over the left field
burins and outscored Buffalo fence for three of his five RBIs in
the game.
32-23.
Senior pitcher Kevin Leady
lunior pitcher Brennan Smith
got the nod for the Falcons on towed the rubber for the Falcons
Thursday and pitched a ter- in game two, and although he
rific game into the fifth innings. allowed seven earned runs in
After a hit batter and two wild the game, Leady managed to
pitches, Smith gave up only his give BG eight innings of solid
second hit of the game, but it work. Leady allowed nine hits
came in the form of a three-run in the contest, but only walked
one Buffalo hitter while striking
home run.
Smith went seven innings for out five. With the win, Leady
the Falcons and gave up four improves to 8-2 on the year
earned runs on three hits and and continues to lead the team
three walks. He also struck out in wins, innings pitched and
five Buffalo batters en route to strikeouts.
Sophomore reliever Ross
his fifth win of the season.
BG continued its recent trend Gerdeman pitched a perfect
of playing nearly perfect defense ninth inning for BG to seal the
in the series sweep. The Falcons victory. He is now third on the
committed only three combined team in ERA at 4.75.
errors, while taking advantage
Game 3: BG 9, Buffalo 8
of five Bulls errors, two of which
Saturday was Senior Day at
came in the decisive final game.
Steller Field, and all nine Falcon
seniors left the diamond with a
Game 1: BG 10, Buffalo 8
Buffalo jumped out to an early game to remember.
For the third straight game,
I -0 lead in the contest, but the
Falcons answered back. In the BG allowed the Bulls to jump
bottom of thefirst inning, Dennis out to an early lead, and for a
Vaughn set the tone for BG with a third straight game, the Falcons
one-out two-run home run, and clawed right back, piecing
after a perfect second inning on together six hits to take a 4-1
the mound for Brennan Smith, lead over Buffalo.
After three subsequent scorethe Falcons once again showed
their offensive prowess, touch- less frames, BG starter Cody
ing up Buffalo's Chaz Mye for Apthorpe found himself in a spot
of trouble in the fifth. Buffalo
five more runs in the second.
Senior right fielder Mark catcher Tom Murphy led off the
Galvin reached on a single to inning with a walk, followed by
start the inning. Clay Duncan a passed ball and a David Neff
sacrificed Galvin to second and double to right field. Nick Bruns
after designated hitter Matt relieved Apthorpe, but allowed
Pitzulo was hit by a pitch, Ryan a double to the first batter he
Schlater dropped a single into faced, scoring Neff.
Bruns got out of the inning
right field to start the ensuing
hit parade. BG combined for six having allowed no runs credof its total 12 hits in the second ited to him, but again ran into
inning, led by senior T.I. Blanton, trouble in the seventh, allowwho hit a three-run homer with ing a leadoff home run. Ross
Gerdeman relieved Bruns, and
one out in the inning.
Freshman reliever Nick Bruns allowed Buffalo to score two
took the mound for the Falcons more runs in the inning, surrenin the eighth inning and man- dering the Falcon lead.
BG scored a run in the seventh
aged to get out of a jam to protect BG's six run lead, but was on a Dennis Vaughn solo shot,
and scored twice more in the
not as fortunate in the ninth.
Bruns gave up three straight eighth to take what hoped to be
hits, including a leadoff home the final lead of the game. Falcon
run in the ninth inning and gave pitching faltered, however, as
way to Patrick O'Brien. O'Brien Patrick O'Brien and the Falcon
allowed two Buffalo hits, but defense allowed two two-out
managed to quell a Bulls come- runs, setting up Derek Spencer's
back and preserve the 10-8 vic- ninth inning heroics and the last
at-bat victory for BG.
tory for the Falcons.

ALCON
FACTS

From Page 6

507 E. Merry
525 E. Merry

The Bee Gee News
became a daily paper
in 1965.

Photos by Andrea Fehl
THE BG NEWS
TOP: First baseman Clay Duncan receives a
pickoff throw during Thursday's contest
LEFT CENTER: Senior Derek Spencer
makes a th-ow across the diamond over the
RIGHT CENTER: 'he Falcons look on in
anticipation t>G batted .418 as a team in the
series sweep agamst Buffalo.
BOTTOM: Clay Duncan attempts to beat
out a sacrifice bunt m the bottom of the
second inning ol game one.
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Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

• Across from campus
• Furnished or Unfurnished
• 2 bdrm
• Off Street Parking
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JULIA
From Page 5
No one wants high cholesterol,
Salmonella, unethical treatment
of animals, or factory farms.
Thus, after much creative
problem solving and ingenuity,
Back-to-the-Land movements
have emerged, There has been an
uprising of local, pastured meat,
and education about healthy
meats and meat preparation is
increasing in the media, which
includes print journalism and
food television, and among health
care providers.
Arielle Greenberg, creative writer and vegetarian for 19 years, met
with her holistic nutritionist who
recommended eating meat to lose
weight and regain energy after her
third child.
"She suggested that I might be
a person whose body really needs
animal protein, and once more

recommended trying meat. She
said she herself had been vegan
and eventually started eating meat
and it made a huge difference.
1 think hearing about another
long-time vegetarian — a vegan!
— who had made the switch was
convincing," Greenberg said.
Greenberg carefully chooses the
meats she eats. "But," Greenberg
stated, "I would haw never started if it wasn't for the fact that
we currently live in rural Maine
where 1 can get amazing local,
grass-fed meat from small family
farms where they care very well
for their animals. And I can buy
it directly, or almost directly, from
the source."
Greenberg's experience is
unique. Most vegetarians are not
going to start eating meat any time
soon. But the interest in meat is
omnipresent; especially in recent
publications
But what really opened my eyes
to meat's resurgence was finding a

For Rent

"I ML]

BG

Help Wanted

Fum rooms, freedom of house
TV. W/D. clean & quiel. $250/mo
w/$100 dep Call 419-354-6117

1 BR apis ideal lor grad students.
and 3BR apt. all avail NOW!
Close to campus, call 419-352-5414

1(11

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
The BO News will not luiowmnly
accept advertisements I h.tt discriminate, or encourage discrimination
agamM my individual or group on
tin' bull «>i MI,', sex. color, creed,
religion, national ungin. sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis ol any oilier
legally pioterled status.
The lit. News reserves tbe right to
deiline fttfcontinue or tevtse any
adviiiisi'iiii'ni such as those found
to be dclamatory, lacking in tactual
basis, misleading or false in nature.
All adveriiseini'iiis ,ue subject to
editing and appinval.

1 BR apt close to campus.
available NOW and August!
Call 419-708-9981
3BR. each w/ private full bath,
close to campus. S900/mo
Call 419-708-9981
5BR. 2 bath home, 617 N Main.
avail Aug, laundry rm, kltch appl incl.
Sl400/mo. call 419-722-1371.
Houses S Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2, M-F.
www.bgapartments.com

Direct Care Openings! Wood Lane
Residential Services. Inc. is looking
for positive, patient people to provide
care to individuals with developmental disabilities. Will provide personal
care & help w/ daily living skills.
Flexible schedules • full time, part
time, & sub positions available.
$9 -$13,18/hr based on exp.
Positions require High School
Diploma or GED and valid drivers
license, acceptable driving record
& pre-employment background
screening. Obtain application from
WLRS, 545 Pearl St, Bowling Green.
Monday-Fnday. 800am-4:00pm
or download application at:
www.woodlanerMldentlal.org,
E.O.E,

VILLAGE

APARTMENTS

* Apartments Available *
* Minutes from BGSU *
* Pet friendly community *
* Gas included *

Help Wanted

SPECIAL SUMMER <C>
For Sale

BARTENDING! up to $300/day. No
exp. necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

Yard / moving sale. 914 E. Wooster,
Saturday. May 29th. 7am-5pm.
Furniture, dinnerware. misc items.

PT handyman needed to paint, fix
and repair Experience preferred.
SlO/hour. call 419-686-2333

HOUSHI,

wmrmm

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

4»9-352-633i

419.353.5100
706 NAPOLEON ROAD

Facebook

pgisgrW

brought to you by

ACROSS
40
42
44
45

1 Cooling units, briefly
5 Center of Cleveland?
10 Tolstoys Karenina
14 Musical with the song
"Another Pyramid"
15 Pat's partner
16 Somber film genre
17 Pnco decrease for a
stout-bodied fish?
20 Part of ESP
22
23
25
30
31
32
35
36
37

A smoker may flick it off
Black wood
Habitat for orange fish?
Skunk moniker
Manhattan's _ Station
Text receivers
1997 Smith/Jones film, briefly
_ Lingus
TomTom or Magellan unit, tor
short
39 ISP featuring CBS Radio stations

48
49
50
53
57
60
61
62
63
64
65

1 "Paper or plastic?" items
2 Spare for a change
3 Japanese noodle
4 McMuffin meat, maybe
5 Promote to excess
6 Not any
7 Means justrfler
6 Feminist musician DiFranco
9 Lariats
10 Pain reliever
11 Pencil, pen. or quill
12 Whom "seven ate." in
36 Zonked
a |oke
38 Greek sea god
13 Like some
41 Past due wages
museumgoers
43 Drano ingredient
18 Luxurious
44 Huntress daughter of
19 Disbelievers
Zeus and Leto
23 About 525 trillion min46 Texas border city
utes, in astronomy
47 Citrus dnnk used by
24 Jumper cable?
NASA
25 45 and 78, e.g.: Abbr.
50 Bygone ruler
26 Versailles eye
51 "_ the Woods"
27 violin stroke
52 Broadway's second28 Medal recipients
longest-running show
29 Downside of sailing off
53 Darling
into the sunset?
54 Call from 52-Down
33 Mezzanine cousin
55 Opposition member
34 Coin collector?
56 All-male party
Oscar Madison et al.
58 Hairpiece
Muffin topper
59 Martin's role in "The
Ship of Greek myth
West Wing"
Road for Minnesota's
state fish?
"Enough!"
Put away the groceries?
CNBC weekday crawl
Movie venues
A s 0 y
Verdict for a tropical fish?
D I M
J u
V 1 O
Boy leader?
1 3 n
1 1 ¥
1 N 3 n s a n r a 1 ll d V N s
On account of
V
3 N
1 0
B 1
u 1 1
Minuscule bit
1 V 3
i s V 3 0
Promising
First name in humorous poetry 1 1 3 y 1 s 3 A 3 1 T V w
B 0 n 8
O O y v
Big gulp
0 i T
s d D
1 O V
y 3 V
a 1 n
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OpHii Wnek<i.iys 4PM

CHILL OUT!
with our

COOL DEALSI
2 Bedrooms - $599
fridge & microwave

$99 - Deposit!*
FREE HEATI
Pet Friendliest!

• King or 2 double beds

Now Open
Monday - Friday 10-6
Saturday 10-3

• Hair dryer & coffee

• Free cable TV

We Deliver
Great
Dinners.

• Free local calls

maker available in room

Right Across from BGSUI

Located at:

BGSTUDENTHOUSING.COM
fFnd us on

The Daily Crossword Fix

21 2000 Olympics city

"1-5 BR houses, next lo campus
Multiple tenants over 3 allowed on
lease, also 2BR apt. eft ♦ rms.must
go. MAKE OFFER 353-0325. 9a-9p.
free internet see Cartyflenlals.com

NEWS

magazine all about meat culture.
According to their website,
"'Meatpaper' is a print magazine
of an and ideas about meat We
like metaphors more than marinating tips."
Would lulia Child subscribe, if
she were still alive?
Here In Northwest Ohio, our
meat-eating habits may not have
changed as significantly as on a
national level, but the types of
meat we're eating has changed.
"Because of the economy folks
have gone to the less expensive
cuts such as shoulder roasts and
ground beef." Mike Belleville,
owner of Belleville Brothers Meat
Market in Bowling Green, said.
He also pointed out, "We've had
a lot of inquiries about where the
meat comes from."
V-or the record, Belleville locally
raises his own cattle on grain.
In part, we can thank Julia Child
for sparking an interest in food
so we can begin to ask the right
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